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Dragonfly Adventure

Contacto

Nombre: masteradmin

Nombre de la

Compañía:

Administrator (creador de este

portal)

País: Puerto Rico

Teléfono:

Datos del listado

General

Nombre: Dragonfly Adventure

Teléfono: (787) 889-7430

Dirección: Carr. #992 Km. 0.4 Mata

de Platano Industrial

Ward Bldg. 140

Pueblo: Luquillo

Código postal: 00773

Descripción: Dragonfly Adventures is a

full service destination

management company

dedicated to providing top

of the line service. Our

goal is to enhance guests

Puerto Rico experience

providing personalized

airport transfers, smooth

ground transportation,

exciting tours and

excursions, dynamic

teambuilding, exciting

special events, unique off

site venues and more.

Our foray into Puerto

Rico’s tourism industry

began in 1968 with

Hacienda Carabali, a 600

acre ranch in the foothills

of the rainforest. This

dynamic ranch has been

the main provider of
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many tours and activities

for many years. We later

acquired Wizard Studios

Caribbean a well

established event

production company

which originated in 1988

on the mainland US. Coco

Rio was born in 2000

from the growing need for

a versatile and exotic

offsite venue. Our success

in these ventures allowed

for our growth and

expansion with the

development of new off

site venues such as

Bamboo Lounge and

Hacienda Las Palmas, a

hotel The Rainforest and

Ocean View Inn and a

restaurant The Carabali

Bar and Grill.

As such Dragonfly

Adventures is the only

DMC in Puerto Rico that

owns and operates its own

tours, offsite venues,

restaurants, an event

production company and

even a hotel. From our

humble beginnings to

today, at Dragonfly

Adventures we are

constantly growing and

evolving.

With over forty years of

experience in the

hospitality and service

industry our knowledge

and familiarity with the

field as well as our

extensive menu of
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services is sure to

guarantee guests an

enchanted stay in Puerto

Rico.

Portal: www.dragonflyadventure

spr.com
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